It's Summer 2022, and we have lots to share with you! There’s nothing quite like sitting outside to
read on a summer afternoon, so sit back, relax, and enjoy the following stories about the amazing
things you have made possible in Malawi, Ethiopia, and Tanzania through your support of Canadian
Physicians for Aid and Relief.
In this issue you’ll read about expectant mothers receiving prenatal care and ultrasounds in rural
Ethiopia, enhancing women’s healthcare by providing up-to-date training for healthcare workers,
teaching school children sustainable agriculture to grow nutritious food and save their soil, plus a new
campaign to recruit more physicians to our CPAR family.
The staff on the ground in our country offices have been outstanding in navigating recent challenges including the repercussions of the pandemic, ongoing civil unrest, and a rapidly increasing cost of
living. Our teams of Ethiopians, Malawians and Tanzanians are our best source for information on
how global trends are having local impact, and CPAR depends on their counsel, their connections to
the communities we serve and their hard work to be as effective as we can be on tackling large
problems with personal impacts for the people we serve. We couldn’t do it without them!
Thank you for your generosity - your support makes these success stories possible. Happy reading!

Healthy Mothers and Babies in Rural Ethiopia
Dinknesh Rita recently became a mother. Her child was delivered by cesarean section, thanks to
a timely ultrasound just before her due date. Rushed by ambulance to Fitche hospital from a rural
Ethiopian health centre, Mrs. Rita is just one of thousands of women who have received the kind
of prenatal care they’ve never had access to before our rural ultrasound program began. It’s the
kind of care that can save lives, like that of Dinknesh and her child.
After the overwhelming success of our weekday ultrasound clinics, we expanded services to
include hours on Saturdays, which are market days in rural Ethiopia. Women and their families
travel from their remote homes - sometimes walking for over two hours - to buy or sell at the
market, and now they can also access ultrasounds and prenatal care at the same time.
We also recently trained 14 midwives to perform ultrasounds, capture high-quality images and to
interpret them to identify potential birth complications and prevent birth injuries – under the
guidance of an obstetrician located hundreds of miles away. This expansion in the midwives’
scope of practice is allowing more moms-to-be to access prenatal care and providing a critical
link between women in rural communities and the obstetrical care that is only available in faraway cities.
In a region where there is one obstetrician for a population of 1.5 million, where women are least
likely to give birth with the assistance of a skilled healthcare worker, and where the maternal
mortality rate is 40 times greater than Canada, it’s easy to understand the impact this program is
having on the lives of Ethiopian women.
CPAR Board Chair, Dr. Steve Ferracuti, recently visited the health centers offering ultrasounds
and spoke with the women and their families, who shared how much they appreciate the comfort

knowing all is well with their growing babies. (Read more here)
Our sincere thanks to you, our generous donors, and the Blossom Foundation for supporting
this innovative telehealth initiative and the opportunity for more healthy mothers and babies.
CPAR Blog: CPAR Board Chair, Dr. Steve Ferracuti, recently travelled to Ethiopia and Malawi to
connect with our staff and check-in on operations at our program sites. Read more of our blog here.

Finding and Treating Ethiopia’s ‘Hidden Women’
They are shunned from their villages and separated from their families. They often live alone, shamed
and embarrassed, all because of a preventable (and correctable) birth injury that is often the result of
unattended childbirth, and one that especially affects children who are giving birth well before their
bodies are ready.
When CPAR set out to train healthcare workers to identify and prevent possible cases of Obstetric
Fistula (OF) and encourage those suffering to get the treatment they need, we expected some interest.
What we didn’t expect was the overwhelming response. To date, CPAR has trained 256 healthcare
workers in 260 health facilities across rural Ethiopia and helped 14 women receive corrective surgery,
which not only restores their health but also their dignity.
There’s more women waiting for surgery and many more who need it but who are unaware help is
available. With your help – and the support of Global Affairs Canada - we’re bringing these women
out of hiding and back to the lives they left behind. (Learn more about OF in our blog post.)

Girls rule! Teenage Girls @ Work
Obsinet is a brave 16-year-old girl from the remote village of Hidabu, who was able to save a
classmate from child marriage and its devastating impact on the life and health of a young girl forced
to grow up too soon.
Eleni, a grade 10 student in Gondar city, is the leader of her school’s sexual and reproductive health
club and the go-to for her fellow students who need information, supplies and support in managing
menstrual health so they can stay at school.
These remarkable young women are just two of the 147 peer educators in 53 school clubs – both boys
and girls - who have received training in the issues that impact the lives of their fellow students, and
endanger their ability to stay in school.
Issues like violence against women and girls, harmful traditional cultural practices and the health
protections they can take as they head into adulthood are shared with adolescents, by adolescents.
Because no matter the country, teenagers are more likely to accept information from their classmates
than from authority. Our clubs provide the place – and the information – that arms them with
knowledge and supports them with love. (Read more here)

Green Schools Gets Glowing Report Card
Malawi is one of the poorest countries in Africa. And one of the most impacted by environmental
degradation. That’s why CPAR created the Green Schools Network to teach children about
sustainable agriculture, create school gardens for nutritious food, and harness the power of its rainy
season to capture this vital resource in 30,000-litre rainwater harvesting tanks - for both crops and
sanitation needs.
With 11 schools in the network, and hopes we can raise enough funds to continue the program with
the next group of schools, CPAR’s Malawi team received some great news and an A+ report card
recently.
The evaluation – by the executive director of the Water and Environmental Sanitation Network (a
Malawi NGO) - found the program ‘highly relevant and appropriate’ in tackling the issues of water,
sanitation and the environment, ‘highly effective’ for our collaboration and partnership with existing
groups already on the ground – such as Mothers Groups, PTAs and local government – and found that
‘the project use of resources and value for money was highly efficient.’
Best of all, the evaluator praised the Green Schools Network for its sustainability. Not only does it
improve the environment through teaching children how to enhance and preserve the soil in which
they grow their gardens and plant trees around the school grounds, but their learning has spread to
their communities, which are growing their own nutritious foods and selling their excess to support
their disadvantaged classmates.
With funding from the Gay Lea Foundation – one of GSN’s original funders - we’re working this
year to support the school Agriculture Clubs to ensure the knowledge passes down as students
graduate, while also linking with Farmer’s Groups. Help us continue to grow the Network to the 31
schools still on our 'To Do' list.
It’s not too late to put health and hope in the hands of mothers like Dinknesh, the hidden women of Ethiopia, girls like
Obsinet and Eleni or the next generation of sustainable farmers. Make your gift today - click here!

Claire Huxtable: Giving From the Roots
Claire Huxtable has been giving to CPAR through the Vancouver Foundation since 2007, but her
history with us began in the 1980s when our organization had just been established.
Claire recalls, “In high school, I remember the Ethiopian famine and CPAR’s fundraising drive to
‘Plant a Tree in Africa’. I have always been a forester at heart, so I was interested in the campaign
and its wholistic approach to health. The message was that it’s not just medical systems in isolation,
but there are other factors, including the environment, that impact health.”
As her career evolved through forestry to public markets and now equity research, the memory
remained. Like many donors, starting a family inspired Claire to consider the kind of world her
daughter would inherit, so when she was ready to begin her philanthropic journey, it was CPAR that
came to mind.
Claire says, “CPAR is a great organization that has long roots in delivering healthcare and health
services in parts of the world where it’s not easy. I’m very troubled by the headlines, food price
escalation and agricultural productivity, which tells me the work of CPAR is as relevant now as it was
when I first encountered it.”
Claire lives with her husband and their 15-year-old daughter in Vancouver, British Columbia and
hopes to travel to Africa one day. In the meantime, she continues with a journey of generosity that
began with CPAR over 15 years ago.

Our Sincere Thanks
Thank you to all our generous donors and supporters. Because of you women are receiving prenatal
care, girls are staying in school, healthcare workers are expanding their skills, and school children are
learning how to protect their future in the short term through growing food, and through the long
term by doing it in a way that protects the environment. CPAR will continue its commitment to
addressing the needs of the most vulnerable, thanks to your support. Thank you!

Abebe Ayinalem, Project Coordinator in our Gondar office, holding a certificate of
appreciation from Gondar’s Mayor for CPAR’s role in securing 200 hospital beds and
mattresses for the city. This equipment allows more women to receive treatment for
obstetric fistula and strengthens the city's health system overall.

The voice at the other end of the line . . .

If you’re calling CPAR to update your credit card, change your address or ask a question about
our work, then you’re likely going to speak with Teresa.
She joined our small Canadian team in November – just as CPAR’s generous supporters started
making their holiday giving plans – which was a great introduction to the generosity of people
who want to make a difference in the lives of people they may never meet, in a country they
may never visit.
“It is such an amazing opportunity to see real philanthropy in action,” says Teresa. ”I’m
inspired both by the work of CPAR, and the people who support it. I feel lucky to have the
opportunity to share a part of my day with them.”

There's no denying that 2020 brought its fair share of challenges - here at home and in the
communities we serve. Find out how CPAR rose to the task in our
2020-2021 Annual Report: Going for the Goals - In Praise of Persistence

Watch for the 2021-2022 edition this fall!

We recently launched the Extend a Healing Hand
Campaign to recruit more physicians to our CPAR
family of supporters. Physicians are hosting
fundraisers in their clinics and reaching out to their
personal networks to support CPAR. Big thanks to our
long-time supporter - Dr. Kevin Wade - who inspired
us with his annual 'Donate a Day' fundraiser at his
office and was the first to Extend a Healing Hand this
year! Learn more at extendahealinghand.ca.

Donate Now!
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